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ABSTRACT:
Acquired data in tomographic imaging systems are subject to physical or
detector based image degrading effects. These effects need to be considered
and modeled in order to optimize resolution recovery. However, accurate
modeling of the physics of data and acquisition processes still lead to an illposed reconstruction problem because of incomplete and noisy real data.
Reconstructed images are always a compromise between resolution and
noise;therefore, noise processes also need to be fully considered for optimum
bias variance trade off. Image degrading effects and noise are generally modeled
in the reconstruction methods and statistical iterative methods can better model
these effectsas compared to the analytical methodsalong with noise processes.
Regularization is used to better condition the problem whereas explicit
regularization methods are considered better to model various noise processes
withan extended control over the reconstructed image quality.Emission
physics,through object distribution properties,are modeled in the form of a
prior function. Smoothing and edge-preserving priors are commonly used and
it has been shown that smoothing priors over-smooth images in high count
areas and result in spatially non-uniform and nonlinear resolution response.
Uniform resolution response is desirable for image comparison and other
image processing tasks, such as segmentation and registration. This work
proposes methods, based on median root priors (MRPs) in maximum-a-posterior
MAP estimators, to obtain images with almost uniform and linear resolution
characteristics, using nonlinearity of MRPs as a correction tool. Results indicate
that MRPs perform better in terms of response linearity, spatial uniformity and
parameter sensitivity, as compared to quadratic priors (QPs) and total variation
TV priors. Hybrid priors, comprised of MRPs and QPs, have been developed and
analyzed for their activity recovery performance in two popular partial volume
correction PVC methods with an analysis of list-mode data reconstructions
showing that MPRs perform better than QPs in different situations.
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